Distribution Agreement

On behalf of ________________________________, herein after called the VIDEOMAKER of the video entitled ________________________________, herein after called the VIDEO, VTAPE will, on a non-exclusive basis, in the territory of “the World”:

• negotiate licensing and broadcast fees
• assume the responsibility for the billing and collection of these licensing and broadcast fees
• submit an itemized accounting of all licensing and broadcast fees (if any should occur) for the VIDEO to the VIDEOMAKER
• forward to the VIDEOMAKER 70% of all revenues collected from license and broadcast fees pertaining to the VIDEO. (Two reports per year for Canadian artists and one report per year for International artists.) Vtape reports only on paid distribution activity.

Licensing rates for single screenings, library screenings and multiple screenings are standardized at Vtape. Please see www.vtape.org for details. Occasionally, Vtape is approached about the possibility of discounts. If you agree to allow Vtape to negotiate discounts, please initial here: _______.

Videotapes in Vtape’s distribution collection are available for acquisition by institutions, with public performance rights. Please contact Vtape for information about museum, educational and community rates.

Payment Terms
VTAPE returns 70% of all sale and rental fees to Canadian artists twice annually, in statements that go out in February and August, and once annually to non-Canadian artists (to reduce the costs involved in exchange rates and money orders). Payments to non-Canadian residents will be made in U.S. or International Money Orders, in the currency specified by the artist. Bank charges will be deducted. Payment will be made to one individual or one company per title. Artists are responsible for notifying Vtape of any change of address and securing a forwarding notice through the post office.

ANY SUPPORT MATERIAL THAT THE VIDEOMAKER SENDS OUT IN RELATION TO THEIR WORK DISTRIBUTED BY VTAPE SHOULD LIST VTAPE AS THE DISTRIBUTOR AND VTAPE’S WEBSITE ADDRESS WWW.VTAPE.ORG

Signed ________________________________ Dated ________________________________
Vtape

Signed ________________________________ Dated ________________________________
Videomaker

If you are sending in this agreement to Vtape via email and cannot attach a digital signature, please check this box as a substitute for your signature.

This agreement is valid for a period of two years from the date it is signed by the VIDEOMAKER. This agreement may be terminated by either party with 30 days notice, given the understanding that Vtape be allowed to conclude business that is underway. Termination of this agreement must be made in writing and must be dated and signed by the VIDEOMAKER. If no notification of termination is received, this agreement will automatically be renewed with the same terms and conditions.
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